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		Mason Slots Review – New Casino You Can Trust
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	Mason Slots has been active on the market for some time now. The casino keeps it simple and well-arranged and mainly focuses on online games and, of course, promotions for its clients.

However, is it a reliable platform for real money gambling? You can only know whether it is worth registering when you have a number of things. Therefore, reading our Mason Slots Casino Review is a smart move you can make. Based on our information, you can then decide for yourself whether you will become a member of Mason Slots or not.




	
		Sign Up Bonus Offer

Get a Welcome Bonus

Up to 200 EUR + 50 FREE Spins
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	Welcome Bonus Package

Once you create an account, you are eligible for a generous welcome bonus pack. All new players get a welcome bonus that can go up to € 200 and 50 free spins! To activate the bonus you need to make a minimum deposit of € 20. The whole process look as it follows:

	Use bonus code welcome in the deposit field
	Deposit minimum € 20
	Receive a 100% bonus on your first deposit automatically
	Take 50 free spins on various slots for the next two days


The additional spins must be wagered on Book of Dead and Rise of Merlin slot machines. These free spins give you the perfect opportunity to try out Mason Slots casino without risk.

Furthermore, after taking advantage of the welcome bonus, receive another deposit bonus. Get 50% up to € 100 and 50 free spins with a minimum deposit of € 20.

Naturally, there are some rules to follow. Thankfully, they are not the most strict ones compared to others on the gambling market. To redeem your welcome deal, you must wager it 40x times. To withdraw your winnings from the free spins you must wager them 30x times. The operator gives you 5 days to fulfill all conditions.

Registration & Login Process

To create an account all you have to do is click on the Sign Up button in the top right corner of masonslots.com and fill in your details in the fields. After you have done this you will receive a verification email with a link in it. After you have completed these simple steps you are ready to play for real money — just login to your newly created account and grab your welcome deal.
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	Huge Casino Games Selection

You find all online games in the menu by clicking the All Games button. Then you can choose from slots, live-dealer games, table games, jackpot games, and Drops & Wins. In addition to these options, you can also choose Popular and New where you get a selection of the most popular and exclusive casino games.

Software Providers

Overall, there are over 5,000 different casino games powered by the best software developers of the moment including NetEnt, Play’n Go, Evolution Gaming, Playtech, Thunderkick, and many more. The games of these providers are checked and tested in every possible way. This way you can be sure that they are fair and safe.

Library of Slot Machines & Progressive Slots

Considering its name, we expect to find at Mason Slots Casino an excellent range of slot machines. The innovative online casino totally lives up to client’s expectations. You can filter available titles by name, new, popular, and by a software developer. Here you find the most popular slot machines like Book of Dead, Reactoonz, Book of Aztec, Vikings Go Berzerk, and many more.

You do not have to look far to find the jackpot slots from Mason Slots. By clicking on the Jackpot Games tab you get more than 108 different jackpot slots. Well-known titles such as Mega Joker, Imperial Riches, Mega Moolah and Fruit Bonanza can all be played here.

Classic Table Games

The most famous traditional games of roulette, blackjack, and baccarat can be found here. Mainly poker variants are offered at Mason Slots, including Oasis Poker, Three Card Poker, Casino Hold’em, and Caribbean Stud. The three most popular variants of roulette, namely French, European and American, are also available.

Live Casino with Real Dealers

The live casino of Mason Slots can be found by pressing the Live button after which you can play various live-dealer games.

If you are looking for a decent live casino powered by such legends as Evolution Gaming and NetEnt, then you have come to the right place. Both the standard games such as live blackjack, live roulette, and live baccarat are of high quality.

In addition, there are some live casino game variants that make visiting the live casino even more fun. You should think of Super Sic Bo, Lightning Roulette or, for example, Side Bet City.




	
			
					Main Advantages

											Free Spins offers to play secret slots

											Weekly reload bonuses to get more money

											Over 4500 slot machines and casino games to play

											Easy and fast withdrawal process

									
	
					Disadvantages

											There isn't any no deposit bonus offers

											No contact phone number
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		Payment Methods for Deposits & Withdrawals

You can use various secure payment options at Mason Casino. The best known are Trustly, credit cards, Skrill, Neteller. Pay attention that the platform is not crypto-friendly.

Deposits: Neosurf, Skrill, Visa, Mastercard, Maestro, Neteller, Rapid Transfer, Trustly, Paysafecard.

A layer when making a deposit does not miss the action much — all deposits here are processed immediately. This minimum deposit, which is usually € 10, is also required to take advantage of certain bonuses or free spins.

Mason Slots offers its gamblers many options to cash out. You can withdraw using credit or debit cards, e-wallets, and even bank transfers. Withdrawals are as easy and convenient as making a deposit.

Payouts: Skrill, Visa, Mastercard, Maestro, Neteller, Rapid Transfer, Trustly, Paysafecard, Wire Transfer.

Generally, the online casino provides fast payouts. However, the setbacks are not excluded. While e-wallets take two days to transfer your money to your bank account, normal bank transfers can take up to 7 working days.

It is important to take into account the maximum payout — € 7,500 per week and € 15,000 per month. This does not mean that you have to worry about big winnings. The total amount is then paid out over several installments.

Licensing & Security

Owned by N1 Interactive Ltd, Mason Slots is licensed by the MGA. The Malta Gaming Authority as a trusted organization oversees many gambling sites and ensures that they work according to certain rules.

The privacy policy on the gambling website contains a lot of information about security. For example, you can see here which data is collected from players and for what purposes this is. Information is never passed on to third parties. In addition, Mason Slots is bound by certain laws and regulations that require it to ensure that all your personal information is always properly secured, as are the transactions you make.

Tips for Responsible Gaming

Gambling online is meant to be an entertainment. Therefore, the operator offers you some useful tips to play responsibly. First of all, keep an eye on the time you spend on gambling and the money you spend on gambling. If you find yourself spending too much time or money on gambling, use features like personal limit or self-exclusion.

Mason Slots App VS Mobile Website Adaptability

The mobile website of Mason Slots Casino works great and that must undoubtedly be one of the reasons why the developers have not presented the casino app yet.

The mobile version itself has a clear and comfortable layout of the online casino games and the rest of the functions. Only make sure you have a stable internet connection — it will make the games run smoother and faster.

Customer Support Service

The customer service can be reached here in two ways: via live chat and email.

To contact the live chat, click on the text cloud on your screen. You will then be automatically connected to someone from customer service. The live chat of Mason Slots is available 24/7 and provides quick and clear answers to all your questions.

To contact us via email, you must use a contact form. You can find this at the bottom of the page by pressing the Support tab. It takes about 15 hours to get the answer from an operator.
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	Answers on the Common Questions

		
				Is Mason Slots Online Casino legit?

				
					Yes, the gambling platform is safe and fair. The casino has all necessary licenses and permits to provide gamblign services on the internet. In addition, Mason Slots works with well-known software developers and a range of payment providers.


				
			
	
				Is there any welcome bonus for new players?

				
					Yes, of course. New players can expect a bonus of up to € 200 and 50 free spins. In addition, do not forget about weekly bonus offers that can give you even more bonus credit and extra spins.


				
			
	
				What currencies does Mason Slots accept?

				
					The choice of accepted currencies may not be so large, there are enough to choose from: EUR, USD, CAD, RUB, NOK, PLN, NZD. Unfortunately, cryptocurrency is not allowed. 
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            The secret bonus offers, mysterious slot machines, enigmatic games - all this about the Mason Slots online casino. Sign up to get a generous welcome package and complete achievements to get unique rewards. Try to play over 4500 lots and online casino games.             
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